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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing Eurosign DS, your new digital
signage solution.
Eurosign DS is a digital signage solution comprising DS
players and DS Composer software. Eurosign DS offers
built in tools for creation, distribution and playback of any
type of information or media on your screens.

Eurosign DS is distributed and supported by Radiant
Europe* and is available in the UK and Ireland through a
network of authorised resellers. Radiant Europe is an Irish
company specializing in enabling technology for digital
signage networks.

Radiant’s contact details are:
Radiant Europe
The Rubicon Centre,
CIT Campus, Bishopstown, Cork, Ireland.

Email : info@eurosign.tv

Visit the Eurosign DS website at www.eurosign.tv.

Radiant Europe is a trade name registered in Ireland by Multimedia 360 Limited.
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Getting started with Eurosign DS

1.1. Player Overview
The Eurosign DS player is a small form factor fanless player
platform which uses a purpose configured Microsoft XP
Embedded operating system and Eurosign DS digital
signage software. Eurosign DS players are fit for purpose
digital signage appliances which are easy to deploy and
reliable to operate. Configuration is straightforward and
requires no special skills.

For more details of Eurosign player models please consult our website – www.eurosign.tv or
call your local reseller.

1.2. Player Configuration
1.2.1

Stand-alone configuration
Internet Connection
(optional)

Player Display
Screen

VGA*

DVI

DS Player

Composer
Display Screen
(optional)

USB

* Use long cable or
VGA Extender

Fig 1.2.1
Stand-alone configuration is a single box solution, requiring no external PC. All Eurosign DS
players have DS Composer pre-installed and are capable of operating in this way. Normally the
player is located by the Composer workstation connected to user supplied DVI monitor,
keyboard and mouse. Use the player’s VGA connection to connect to the player display screen
either with a long VGA cable or VGA extender. You can also operate with a single screen. In
this case the player must be shut down for composer operation.
To set up Eurosign DS players for stand alone operation, see section 1.4 and 1.5.
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Network Configuration

VGA or DVI
Player
Customer
Switch/Router

Customer
Display

VGA or DVI

Customer PC with
DS Network Composer

Additional
Player(s)

Additional
Display

Fig 1.2.2
Network configuration is a more flexible solution, where DS Network Composer is installed on
a customer PC connected to the local network. The player is usually positioned close to the
digital signage display screen and also connected to the local network. Once installed, Eurosign
DS Network Composer can automatically detect any players connected to the network.
Usually all players and composers are connected on the same local network (same subnet). This
is a requirement for DS Network Composer’s Player Search facility. It is possible to connect
players across Wide Area Networks (WAN). Please consult the chapter on Advanced Player
Configuration and/or consult your IT specialist.
To set up Eurosign DS players on a network, see sections 1.4 and 1.6

www.eurosign.tv
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1.3. Composer Software Overview
Eurosign DS composer software comes in two versions:
DS Local Composer

This is a standard program already loaded on the Eurosign DS
player allowing the user to control content on that player.
Eurosign DS Local Composer is used for stand alone player
applications.

DS Network Composer

This is an optional application which may be loaded on any
third party PC (XP, Vista or Windows7). DS Network Composer
is used for network configurations allowing the user to control
one or more network connected players.
Eurosign DS Network is supplied on a CD for installation on a
client PC. The Eurosign DS Network License is supplied as a site
license – you may use as many installations as you like for the
same digital signage network.

www.eurosign.tv
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1.4. Eurosign DS Player Set-up
1.4.1

Player Set-up Overview

Your Eurosign DS Player appliance comes with the latest
installation of Eurosign DS Player, Eurosign Player Monitor
and DS Local Composer software. Normally your player will
be configured for you by your installer. If this is not the
case please follow the player commissioning instructions in
Appendix 1.
To access the setup options on a player that has already
been commissioned, right click on the player logo
in the
Windows tray and select Open Player to show the player
control panel opposite. Then select Options and Setup to
access the setup menu
1.4.2

Player Set-up Menus

PC Name
By default this is set to the player serial number. Click this
box to enter a name which identifies your player e.g.
“Hotel Reception” or “Waiting Room 1”. Note that this
setting can also be changed from within DS Composer.
Communications
For experienced IT users. Only change these settings if
there is a problem or conflict when connecting with DS
Network Composer. For more see Chapter 4,
Communications.
Graphics Output Selection
Click the checkbox of the monitor to be used by the player.
If only one monitor is connected to your player, select
Monitor 1. If you have connected a second monitor for
Local Composer operation, then select Monitor 2 (DS Local
Composer will run in Monitor 1). By default Monitor 1 will
be selected.

www.eurosign.tv
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Other Options

Hide mouse pointer:
Tick this box to hide the mouse pointer on the
player screen.
Stretch Project:
Tick this box to ensure your project always fills
the screen
Enable automatic system boot
This forces a system reboot at the set time. This
option is not selected by default as the system
reboot is controlled externally by the DS Health
Monitor (See Chapter 4)
Note: The player is set to reboot daily at 06:00 by default. Reboot is controlled by the DS
Health Monitor and the time can be changed. System reboot ensures long term usage of
system resources are optimized. We strongly recommend that a daily reboot is left in place
to ensure consistent operation over long periods of time.
Disable HTML Scripting
Ticked by default to allow only plain HTML pages. Advanced users can allow more complex
web pages. See Chapter 4, Allowing HTML Scripting for further information.

Check low system resources
Ticked by default. This protects the player from memory leaks. For advanced users, see
Chapter 4, Player Monitor.
1.4.3

Input Video Hardware Setup Menu

It is possible to connect TV, video or Webcams to a player for display in the TV Module. This is
an advanced configuration function – see chapter 4.
1.4.4

Audio Hardware Setup Menu

This menu is used to set the master volume level – default=100%. See Chapter 4.
1.4.5

Register in a Server Menu

This menu is used to connect the player to a Eurosign DS Content Manager. This is an optional
feature for larger networks and is covered in a separate DS Content Manager Manual.

www.eurosign.tv
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1.5. Eurosign DS Local Composer Start-Up
Skip to 1.6 if you intend to use DS Network composer.
DS Local Composer is already installed on your player. Connect a keyboard, mouse and
optionally, a Composer Screen as per Fig 1.2.1. If you are running DS Local Composer for the
first time, follow the steps in Appendix 1, section 4.



If a single screen is used for player and composer, then the player will need to be
stopped before starting the composer. Right click anywhere on the screen and click
Exit.
Start the composer application by clicking : Start, All Programs, EurosignDS, Composer



Skip straight to Chapter 2 to start using DS Composer.

1.6. DS Network Composer Start-Up
The following setup assumes that the player(s) and the Composer PC are connected to the local
network and that IP addresses are assigned by DHCP.
Install and Configure DS Network as per Appendix 2. For manual network configuration see
Chapter 4.


Select Start, All Programs, EurosignNetwork, Composer from the Start Menu to run
Composer.



Skip straight to Chapter 2 to start using DS Composer.
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Eurosign DS Composer Operation

This chapter gives the basic knowledge on how Composer works. The basic concepts schedule,
projects and modules are described, followed by the description of the graphical user interface
(GUI) where projects can be created.

2.1

Understanding the basics

EurosignDS was created to display information on any video display such as LCD, Plasma and
Projection screens. DS Composer, provides an intuitive environment to create, layout,
schedule and target display content.
Content is organized in Projects. A project is a structured collection of elements to be
displayed on the screen. A player displays one project at a time.
Multiple projects can organized in a Schedule allowing flexible timed display of projects over a
period of time.
A player can operate a single project (which will repeat continuously until an update is sent) or
a schedule containing multiple projects.

Projects
The projects created in the Composer follow a
four layer model:
Background: This can be a plain color or image;
an extensive library of background images is
included in DS Composer
Modules: Modules of content (described in
chapter 3) such as Multimedia, Slide Shows, TV,
Date, Time, Weather and Tickers.

Mask: An overlay image with transparencies in
PNG format;

Popup: This is an optional list of editable text and images which pops up over the Project
content in full screen. It allows for the configuration of an exposure time and pop up interval.

www.eurosign.tv
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Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The Composer is designed to be very easy to use, and does not require any IT knowledge
beyond normal familiarity with a Windows environment.

The main window is built in a familiar way with menus and toolbars:
On the left, there are different tools and content modules to be used in the creation of
projects:
 Background image, mask and Popup
 Module list
 Save Project and Preview
The area on the center it is the project canvas area.
On the top there are the icons for the tools of:
 Scheduling (create project rules and playlists of projects )
 RSS feeds
 PLAY button (deploys projects and schedules to Player)

www.eurosign.tv
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2.1. Creating a new Project
To start creating projects in DS Composer,
click Projects and the Projects window
appears. Click new and type the title of
the project, choose the resolution
(recommended or manual, define width
and height – portrait or landscape).
Click Save and Open. The main window
will reopen with a project canvas named
and dimensioned appropriately.

Note : Projects should be created with a resolution that matches the target screen. Typical
resolutions used would be :
Landscape 4:3 Screen
Landscape 16:9 Widescreen
Portrait 16:9 Widescreen

1024 x 768
1280 x 720
720 x 1280

2.2. Editing a Project
Having opened a Project, you can now insert backgrounds, masks and pop-ups (all optional).
2.3.1

Background Image

To insert a background click on Background
image.
To set a uniform background colour, change
the Mode to Back Color and select colour
from the palette.

To select a background image, select an
image from the Gallery list.
To select a custom image, click the New
Image button

www.eurosign.tv
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Mask

Click on this tool to select an image (must be a
.PNG file) to overlay on top of your project.
This might be a custom shape such as a picture
or window frame.
Click Save/Exit to adopt the mask.

Click Preview to view the project with the
selected mask. The mask image will be
centered on the Project canvas.

2.3.3

PopUp

The pop up feature allows a full screen pop up (picture or text) to interrupt the displayed
project. The pop-up interval and duration (exposure time) of the pop-up can be assigned.
0- 10s
10-12s
12-17s
17-19s
19-29s
.
.

Show project
Show Lunch pop-up
Show project
Show Hello pop-up
Show project
Sequence repeats

The pop-up can define one or more elements. In the example shown, two elements have been
added. Lunch is a picture that pops up after 10 seconds and shows for 2 seconds (exposure
time). Note that the intervals and exposure times are additive, so the sequence for the pop-up
is timed as shown above.

www.eurosign.tv
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2.3. Adding Content Modules to the Project
To insert modules, click on the chosen module and a colored rectangle
appears on the screen canvas. Use the mouse to drag and resize the module
box. To setup the module content, double click to open the edit dialogue.
Project modules are intuitive to use. A brief summary follows. A detailed
description of each module is given in Chapter 3.
You can place as many modules as you like on the screen but remember to
keep your screen readable – try not to overload your audience!

Interactivity
This module is used to create interactive buttons on the project canvas.
Buttons can be associated with content in a Multimedia Module or with
another project. The interactivity module allows the user to create interactive
content which can be accessed by a player touch screen. Interactivity provides
a unique kiosk feature with easy tools to create content on demand.
Note: Interactivity modules will only play on DSi players (DS players with interactivity function)
Multimedia
The multimedia module allows the creation of playlists of pictures, videos, flash (swf), HTML
pages and custom posters. All elements of the playlist can be timed and if necessary given
individual validity dates. The custom poster facility incorporates a simple tool for editing
images and adding shapes and text.
Date
This module displays the date in short or long format.
HTML Source
This module is designed to display an assigned web page while the Project is active. Pan, zoom
and refresh timing tools ensure that only the required part of the page is displayed and
website changes are reflected in the project.
IP Camera
This module allows the user to show real-time video from IP cameras or internet webcams.
Weather
The weather module presents local weather (nearest town) up to 5 days in advance. This
module requires an Internet connection.
Clock
This module depicts an analog or digital clock.
Ticker
The Ticker / RSS module allows the insertion of simple text messages or RSS feeds. Text size
and colours are configurable. Animation can be in vertical or horizontal format.

www.eurosign.tv
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Slideshow
Use this module to show a sequence of static pictures. Slides can be shown with a fade
transition in sequence or in random order.
Price list
EurosignDS provides a specific module for the presentation of pricing lists. This module allows
customization of colors, number of lines, import of delimited files (e.g. CSV) or direct editing in
the module.
TV/Video
The TV/Video module allows the capture of a TV signal from a supported* USB TV device and
supports of s-video, composite video or Analog RF (antenna). It also captures images from USB
Web cameras.
See Input Video Hardware Setup in Chapter 4
Text Box
The Text Box module is used to display text messages or lists of messages with configurable
play times. This module is formatted for placement of small captions or short messages.

For detailed reference information on DS Composer Modules, consult Chapter 3.

2.4. Opening and Saving Projects
To save your project, just click the Save Project icon
under the Project toolbar. To load a saved project,
click the Projects icon and use the dropdown list to
select your saved project. Click Open to start working
with the project.
This dialogue can also be used to delete unwanted
projects.

Note: Always remember to click
opening another project.

www.eurosign.tv
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2.5. Project Preview
Having completed the layout and configuration of the project’s modules, use the preview
facility to see exactly how the project will look on the player screen. The preview aspect ratio
matches that chosen in your project setup.

Close the preview screen to return the project editor.

2.6. Importing and Exporting Projects
Projects can be imported and exported in DS Composer. Click Options
and select Import / Export Project. Use this feature to share projects
with other users or to create a new project from a template. Projects
are exported as a single file and can be named and saved to any
location.
Note that when you import a project, it will be opened in the project
canvas, ready for editing.

www.eurosign.tv
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2.7. Creating Schedules
2.7.1

Schedule Overview

Schedules allow the creation of rules to
play projects throughout the day.
Schedules contain groups of timed projects
called Events.
Schedules have 2 kinds of events:
 Default Event – a list of projects
that play in a loop for any time for
which projects are not specifically
scheduled;
 Sub events – specifically scheduled
events that take priority over the
default event. It is a list of projects
that play in scheduled periods.

In the example shown, Overnight1 (green bar) is an event scheduled to run from 20:00 to 0800,
every day from April 11 to April 30. Weekdays 1 (blue bar) runs from 08:00 to 20:00 on
weekdays in the same period. The default event (grey bar) runs in the remaining unscheduled
times.

2.8.2

Creating a Schedule

To create a new schedule, click the schedule button:

To create a new schedule, select New. Give your new schedule a
name. Suitable names relate either relating to the timing of the
content or the place where the content will played, e.g.
“Daytime” or “Reception”
To edit an existing schedule click Open

Your schedule can be sent to one or more players and will define the timing of events (one or
more projects) to be shown over the period of time for which the schedule is created.
Note : The projects to be referenced in the schedule must already exist. Project contents can be
changed later without having to update the schedule.

www.eurosign.tv
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Editing a Schedule

The schedule comprises a Default Event and one or more Sub Events. The Default event is a
list of one or more projects to be shown during periods where no Sub Events are scheduled.
Each event contains a list of projects to be shown with an assigned duration.
Step 1 – Add the Default Event
Click
and select the
project(s) you would like to show by default.
These projects will play in a loop until a Sub
Event is scheduled.

For each project you want, tick the select box assign a play duration. Use the arrow keys on left
hand side to change the play order.
Step 2 – Add Sub Event(s)
Click

to add a new Sub event.

Assign a name to the event.
Select the projects that will be shown during
this event. Set the duration of each project
and use the arrow keys to set the order of
the selected items.

Step 3 – Select the Scheduling Interval for the Sub Event
There are four options for scheduling interval
allowing simple single event programming or more
complex scheduling for multiple events. The
scheduler will advise the user of any scheduling
clashes. Each event scheduled will be assigned a
different colour in the scheduling calendar.
Choose any of the following steps depending on your scheduling requirement:

www.eurosign.tv
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Step 3.1 – Single Event
Use this event if you would like to
play the same group of projects all
day for a number of days. This is the
simplest interval. Just set the start
date and time for the event and the
end date and time.
Click Save/Exit to save your event.

View the calendar to verify
the timing of your event.
The projects you have
selected will then run
continuously in a loop
from the Start date/time
the End date/time.

until

Step 3.2 – Daily Event
Use this interval if you would like to run
your event everyday or every number of
days. This is the simplest method to
schedule multiple events.
First select the start date and time of the
event. Then select the end date and time
of the event. If the event occurs during
the same period of 24 hours, then the
start and end date will be the same.
Then select whether you want the event
to repeat every day or every second day
etc.
Lastly select the number of event
occurrences. This can be set as specific

www.eurosign.tv
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number of occurrences or repeating until a specific date. Then Click Save/Exit to save your
event.

The example shown in Step 3.2
depicts an event that happens each
day starting at 9PM and ending at
2AM the following day. The first
event is on 1/5/11 and it repeats
every day until 30/5/11.

Step 3.3 – Weekly Event
Use this interval if you would like to run your
event on specific weekdays every week or
every other week.
First select the start date and time of the
event. Then select the end date and time of
the event. If the event occurs during the
same period of 24 hours, then the start and
end date will be the same. Then select
whether you want the event to repeat every
week or every second week etc. Then select
which days of the week are included in the
event.
Lastly select the number of event occurrences. This can be set as specific number of
occurrences or repeating until a specific date. Then Click Save/Exit to save your event.

The example shown in Step 3.3
depicts an event that happens on
Tuesday and Thursday starting at
11AM and ending at 3PM the same
day. The first event is on 2/6/11
and it repeats each week until
30/6/11.

www.eurosign.tv
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Step 3.4 – Monthly Event
Use this interval if you would like to run
your event on a specific day of the month
for a number of months
First select the start date and time of the
event. Then select the end date and time of
the event. If the event occurs during the
same period of 24 hours, then the start and
end date will be the same. Then select
whether you want the event to repeat
every month or every second month etc.
Lastly select the number of event
occurrences. This can be set as specific
number of occurrences or repeating until a
specific date. Then Click Save/Exit to save
your event.

The example shown
in Step 3.4 depicts an
event that happens
on the third day of
every month starting
at 8AM and ending at
6PM the same day.
The first event is on
3/7/11 and it repeats
each
week
until
3/10/11.

www.eurosign.tv
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2.7.4 Reviewing a Schedule
Having created one or more Sub
Events in a schedule, you can easily
view the event timing on a given day
by browsing the Schedule Calendar
and clicking on a given day.
Then click Edit event to change any
timing.

Click Here

Click on the
colour bar to
see details of
the event.
Then click Edit
event to change
any timing.

www.eurosign.tv
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Managing RSS Feeds

.
The RSS Feeds manager is used
to organize RSS feeds you would
like to use in projects. Eurosign
DS allows you to organize
managed feeds in themed
folders. New folders or feeds can
be added or deleted

To add a new RSS feed first click the
folder you would like or add a new
folder. Then click Add new feed and type
/ paste the feed’s URL. Assuming there is
internet connectivity and the URL is
correct a preview of the feed will be
shown.
Click Save to save changes.

Eurosign DS Composer is pre-configured
with a number of popular RSS feeds.

www.eurosign.tv
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Publishing Projects and Schedules

Having created your projects and (optionally) your schedule it is now time to deliver the
content to the player(s). To publish content to screens just click the button :

The basics of publishing are the same whether you are using DS Local Composer or the
Network Composer. Each player can either run a single Project or a single Schedule (with
multiple projects in timed events)
Notes :

2.9.1

1 . The player continues to play old content until the new content Is received.
2. Player updates are incremental- only changes are sent to the player.
3. When a schedule is sent to a player all projects in the schedule are
automatically sent.
Publishing in Eurosign DS Stand Alone Composer

Click the

button bring up the player Control panel:
The Control Panel shows a command list to the local player’s screen
(configured on player setup - see Appendix 1). It allows seeing a
preview of the current Project or Schedule, sending a new Project
or Schedule or preview a new Project or Schedule.
Note that if the local player is not running, the status message in red
at the bottom will read Communication error. If this is the case
ensure that the local player executable has not been stopped. The
player can be restarted by clicking Start, programs, EuroSignDS,
Player.

To update the player with the
selected Project or Schedule,
click Send to player:

www.eurosign.tv
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Publishing in Eurosign DS Network Composer

Follow the steps below to publish content to the player from Network Composer:

Step 1

Click the
button bring up
the Network Settings panel.
Tick the players you wish to
update.

Step 2

Click

Step 3

Tick Project or Schedule
Select the item from the drop
down list.
Note the option to preview the
chosen item.

Step 4

Click
The player update dialogue will display showing
upload progress.
Note: Update time will depend on the complexity
of the projects / schedules to be updated and the
number of targeted players. The chosen players
are updated in sequence.

www.eurosign.tv
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Other DS Network publishing settings
The DS Network Settings panel provides the following additional functionality for network
maintenance:
Click the settings symbol to view / edit the player settings. You can change the player
name from the default (DS serial number) here. Do NOT change any other settings
unless you are first familiar with Chapter 4. Click Test Communications to verify that
the player is correctly connecting.
Click the inspection icon to view the connected players configuration and active
content list.
Click the snapshot icon to upload a screenshot of what’s actually showing on the
player screen.
Click here to view the status (“ONLINE” or “OFFLINE”) of selected player(s).

Click here to initiate a player search your local network for players (players must be
running). Tick the players you need to add and click Add selected to add the new
players to the list in Network Settings.
Click here to delete players from the Network Settings list

Click here to manually add a player to the list. See Chapter 4 – Advanced
Configuration.

Note:
The Network Settings panel communicates directly with the player. Be sure that the player is
running and that there are no firewall blocking the traffic between both applications (default
port: 5700).

www.eurosign.tv
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Eurosign DS Composer Modules – Detail

Module guidelines

Following are detailed descriptions of each of the content modules in Eurosign DS. A project
can have any number of content modules but there are practical limitations to bear in mind:
 Some modules such as weather and RSS require internet access
 Some modules such as HD video in a Multimedia module incur higher CPU loads.
 Modules are not designed to be layered but fit side by side

3.2

Interactivity Module

Interactivity modules comprise one or more buttons positioned in a horizontal or vertical
array. Buttons can activate interactive content in project multimedia modules or switch to
another project. Each interactivity module placed within the project can have one or more
buttons arranged in vertical or horizontal form.
3.2.1

Creating a basic Interactive project

Add a multimedia zone to the canvas for
the interactive content.
Position the module, leaving room for
button placement.

Add interactive content in Multimedia zone(s)
Double click on the Multimedia zone to open the
Multimedia dialog.
In the Multimedia zone add content. Un-tick the Vis
box for the content that is to be associated with the
interactive buttons. This content will not play
unless it is activated by an interactive button.
The other files (Tulips etc) will play in the normal
manner until an interactive button is touched.
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Add an Interactivity Module
Click on the interactivity module
in the module tray to add
interactive buttons:

Choose button style and orientation
Double click on the interactive zone to open the
interactive configuration dialog.
From the drop down list select the button style to be
used in this zone.

Add buttons & choose action
In the Button Panel, Click + to add
buttons.
A new button with a default title of
“Button n” is added.
Select a button action, in this case
Playlist Item. For details of other
actions, see 3.2.4
Buttons added will appear in the
button preview pane.
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Edit the action details
Click the Edit symbol beside
the button action.
Select
the
Multimedia
module from the dropdown
list (the list will contain the
multimedia modules in the
project – these modules are
named “n Multimedia”.
Then tick the desired module
content item for the action.

Set the Button Title
Click in the title box to edit
the button title. The title
should relate to the button
action or content.

Configure the button array
Add more buttons as required.
Choose title and action for
each button.
Select the button orientation,
alignment and spacing.
Chose the required text
properties for the button titles.

Use the arrow keys to arrange the button order. When all the buttons are defined and their
actions are assigned, click Exit/Save.
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Preview and Test
Using Project Preview, test the positioning and function of the interactive buttons.

3.2.2

Creating custom buttons

In addition to the menu of buttons available you can create
your own button using a picture file. To add a new button click
+ in Main Panel to open the Create/Edit Button dialog.

Picture files are used to
create custom buttons.
Click as instructed to navigate
to the required picture. Then
click Open.

The custom picture is shown in a preview pane along
with a text box for the button text.
Position and size the text box in the picture. Button
text is transparent so bear in mind the required
contrast between the required button text and
background picture colour.
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Using List Buttons

An alternate to using an individual
button for each action is to use a
list button. List buttons have arrow
keys allowing the user to select an
action before pressing the centre
of the button to execute.
Click the List radio button in the
Main Panel and select a list button
from the drop down menu.
Add buttons and actions in the
normal manner. These will be
added as choices to the list button
in the preview panel.

3.2.4

Using different actions

You can assign one of a selection of actions to a button or to an item in a button list. Assignig a
playlist item was dealt with in 3.2.2. The other possible actions are:
Action : Switch Project
Select Switch Project in the action
drop down and click Edit.
First select a destination project to
switch to. This project must already
exist in the Project menu.
You can switch to the destination
project indefinitely or you can assign
a time out to this project. If there is
no interaction (no buttons pressed)
in the destination project for the
timeout time this project reverts to
the return project. This can be the previous project (the one that called the destination project)
or a specific project (for example a master menu).
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Action : Play Audio
Use this action to associate an audio track with a button. This feature can be combined with
the list feature allowing a choice of audio tracks with a list button (chose track and play with a
single button).

Click New Audio; this adds an audio file to the list. Then click the drop down and choose your
audio file from the list.
Action : Next Item / Previous Item
Use this action to play the next or previous item in a multimedia module. This allows a user to
advance to the next multimedia item.
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Multimedia

Click on Multimedia in the module list. Set
the size of the Multimedia Module by
dragging and resizing it on the Project
Canvas.

Double Click the module to open the
Multimedia panel and add / edit content.

There are several content options within
the module:
Click Add File(s) to add videos, images or
animations, such as wmv, jpeg or swf.
Click Add HTML to add a HTML web
page.
Click New to add a custom poster.
If there are already content elements in
the module you can click Edit to change
their attributes (read on to learn more).
Click Delete to remove a content item.

3.2.1

Multimedia – Videos, Pictures and Flash animations

Add File(s) :
Click Add File(s) in the Multimedia module
edit panel. Select the required files. Several
files can be selected by holding down the
control key while left clicking each file with
the mouse.
Click Open when all files are selected. In
the example opposite, video, picture and
SWF files have been added:
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Edit Video :
Click to highlight the required video
title and then click Edit.
Use the play/pause button to preview
the video OR manually move the
timeline pointer.
When the pointer is at the desired
start / finish points, click Set as initial
time / Set as end time.
Set the video volume by moving the
volume slider.
Click Save
Notes : 1. Once a video is edited, the duration cannot be changed in the Multimedia screen.

Edit Image :
Click to highlight the required
image title and then click Edit.
Use the Backgound buttons to
modify the basic image.
Use the Image/Shapes buttons
to insert additional images or
shapes
on
top
of
the
background. The rotate button
will rotate the selected image 90
degrees clockwise.
Use the Text panel to add a line
of added text to change the font,
colour and size.
Click Save changes and the
click Exit.
Set the required display duration
of the image in the Multimedia
panel (default = 10s)
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Multimedia – HTML Pages

To add a HTMP page in a
multimedia sequence, click Add
HTML.
Type the URL and preview the page.
Use the Zoom and pan controls to
display the desired portion of the
web page.
Click Save / Exit

3.2.3

Multimedia – Custom Item

(posters)
Use this feature to add your own custom
poster.
First click New to add a “Blank Item” to the
Multimedia sequence. You can rename this
item as desires. Select the new item and click
Edit.
Use the Backgound buttons to modify the
background colour or image.
Use the Image/Shapes buttons to insert
additional images or shapes on top of the
background. The rotate button will rotate the
selected image 90 degrees clockwise.
Use the Text panel to add a line of added text
to change the font, colour and size.
Click Save changes and the click Exit.
Set the required display duration of the image in the Multimedia panel (default = 10s)
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Multimedia – Managing the media sequence
Use the arrows to move the
selected item up or down in
the sequence.
Change
the
duration
(display time) of the item
Tick to make the item
visible in the sequence.

Add initial and end dates to
show individual items (by
default all items show for
the project duration)
Tick to enable preload of
next media item while the
current item is playing.
Adjust the property and
click the button to make
changes to all selected
items in the list.
Click Save/Exit to save all your changes and return to the project canvas.
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3.3 Date
Click on Date from the
module list and it will
appear in the project
canvas.
Double click on the date
box to set the date format,
colour and font.
Set the size of your date by
resizing the date box and
positioning it on the project
canvas.

3.4 HTML Source
Click HTML Source in the module list

Set the size of the HTML Module
by dragging and resizing.

Double click the HTML Module

In URL type or paste the address
of the Web or Intranet Page to
be displayed.
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Use the zoom and pan controls
to select the desired part of the
page to be displayed.
Use the refresh interval to set
how often the HTML module
will refresh the latest web page
information.

3.5 IP Camera
Add IP camera feeds or
streaming video from a windows
media encoder to your project
by clicking IP Camera.
Type or paste the URL of the IP
camera. Add any authentication
required
(public
webcams
usually will not require any)
Click Preview to check the
Webcam feed.
Click Save/Exit

Example shown : http://217.211.159.251:8080/axiscgi/mjpg/video.cgi?resolution=640x480

For further information on using The IP Camera Module to view Windows Media Video
Streams, see Chapter 4.
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3.6 Weather
`
Click on Weather in the module list

Set the size of the
Weather Module by
dragging and resizing
the
box
on
the
composer canvas.
Double click on the
module and type in
location name for the
weather

Click Search

Enter the a location name and click Search
Select your location from the list or type the name
of another location and search again.

Double click the desired location to select.

Format the selected weather (now in
preview pane) by selecting the forecast
days, temperature scale, icon set, font
and text colour.

Click Save/Exit
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Clock

Click Clock on the Module List
Position and size the module on
the project canvas.
Double click the module to open
the Clock edit panel.

Select Analog or Digital Format.
Select the font and foreground
colour of the clock.
Click Save/ Exit

3.8 Ticker
To add a ticker, first click Ticker in the Module List. Then position and size the ticker module on
the screen. Double click the module to format the ticker contents. Two kinds of ticker can be
employed – RSS or Text feeds.
3.8.1 Adding RSS Tickers
Set the Ticker Type to RSS Feeds.
Click

to add a feed.

Select one or more feeds
from the RSS Feed List (see
section 2.9). Click Add
Selected.
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3.8.2 Formatting RSS Tickers
Set the Type to RSS Feed.
Use Text Properties to set the
font, size and foreground colour
of the ticker.
Use Animation Properties to set
the speed and direction of the
RSS ticker.
Refresh Interval determines how
often the player will update
from the RSS site feed.
Use
to delete a feed.
Use
to force a refresh from
the RSS site
Hardware acceleration (default – on) improves the smoothness of the ticker
Changes made to the animation and text properties will be reflected in the preview. When you
are satisfied with the result, click Save / Exit to return to the project canvas.

3.8.3 Adding and formatting Text Tickers
In the Ticker dialogue, set the Type to Text.
Click
text.

to add a line of

Set the text properties and
animation as desired.
Type your text line in the
box provided.
More lines can be added by
clicking

.

When satisfied with the
animated preview, Save /
Exit to return to the project
canvas.

Note : Hardware acceleration (default – on) improves the smoothness of the ticker .
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3.9 Slideshow
Click Slideshow
Module List.

on the

Add pictures by clicking
New Image(s). Navigate to
the chosen directory and
click on the image required.
Hold down the Ctrl key and
click to select several
images. Then click Open to
complete the addition.
Use Detete Selected to
remove one or more
images from the Slideshow
list pane.

Pictures selected will play in the module’s slideshow according to the options selected. Set the
slideshow options as follows:
Image Time
Fade Time

Time in seconds for each image to display
Duration in seconds of the fade/blend
transition.
Sequence Type Sequential or random play of the pictures,

Note : To disable the fade transition, set the Fade Time = 0. This reduces the CPU load of the
slideshow to a minimum and can help improve the display quality in a project with other
modules such as multimedia.
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3.10 Price List
The Price List Module allows you to display tables of data such as price lists or menus.
Currently this data can be manually entered or imported from a delineated text file. Click Price
List to in the Module List to add this module to the project canvas. Position and size the
module as required. Double click the module to view the price list properties.

In the Data pane, click Add Line
and type the description and
value.
Use Export Data to write the
table to an external text file.
Tick the appropriate select box
and use Delete Selected to
remove lines.

Alternately a price list can be imported from an external text file file. Files must a “splitter”
character to delineate the description and price fields. The splitter carrier must be specified
before previewing the file to be imported.
Coffee;€1.50
Tea;€1
Minerals;€1.25
Crisps;€0.50
Pastries;€1.75
Sandwich;€2.25

To import the file above, click Import,
set the Splitter to “;” and click Open
File.
To add the imported items to the Price
List, click Add to the list.
To replace the price list items with the
imported items, click Replace the list.
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Having entered / imported the price
list items and prices, click the layout
pane to configure the appearance of
the pricelist.
Set No of Lines to determine how
many items will be displayed at a
time. If the number of items in the
price list exceeds this, then the price
list will be displayed in frames.
Set Frame Duration – only applies
where the number of price list items
exceeds No of Lines.
Set Text Color, Color A, Color B to format the look of the pricelist. Click Save to return to the
Project Canvas.

Use Preview to view your finished price list along
with the other elements of your project.
Note that the Pricelist module can be used for
many two-column tables such as menus,
timetables and room directories.

3.11 TV / Video
Click

and size / position your TV
module on the project

canvas.
To play the default TV /video channel (eg analog
video in) just leave the module un-configured. To
select a specific channel, double click on the
module to configure. Note that the channel list as
shown will only be seen in Stand Alone Composer
(and where the player has been tuned) or where a
channel list has been imported.

Currently the TV module supports Terrestrial
Disgital TV and Analog Video IN (Composite /
sVideo). To use the TV module, a TV source must
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3.12 Text Box
Use Test Box to position lines of text anywhere on your project canvas. Multiple text items can
be played in a timed sequence.
Click
and size /
position the module on the
project canvas.
Click new to add a line item

Select the text properties required, including justification,
size, Colour and background. If required an image can be
specified as the background.
Add the required text and click Save/Exit
To display a sequence of items, repeat this process for
each item.

Now you can set up the
sequence to display your
text elements.
Use the Sel box and the
arrow keys to set the
order.
Set the duration of each
element.
Click Save/Exit to return to
the
project
canvas.
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Eurosign DS Advanced Configuration

This chapter deals with specialist topics allowing more advanced configuration of Eurosign DS.
A basic level of IT knowledge and familiarity with LAN and WAN systems are assumed. If
necessary please consult your reseller or IT Specialist.

VGA or DVI
Player
Customer
Switch/Router

Customer
Display

VGA or DVI

Customer PC with
DS Network Composer

Additional
Player(s)

Additional
Display

Figure 4.1

Eurosign DS Newtwork & Player(s)- typical setup

4.1. DS Player Network Configuration
If the player is to be discovered by a Network Composer and/or access to the internet it will
need to be connected to a local network.
4.1.0 Standard Network Configuration
By default the player is configured to connect to the network using DHCP (automatic IP
address assignment). This assumes a DHCP server is present on the network (such as an
Internet Router).
4.1.1 Manual Network Configuration
For manual IP configuration, shut down the player (right click and exit), access the standard
Windows Network configuration in Control Panel and set the IP address, Internet Gateway and
DNS settings as appropriate.
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4.2. DS Network Composer - Player Communications
DS Network Composer can communicate with one or more players connected on a LAN or
WAN. Communications are over specific ports which can be changed by advanced users. If the
players are not connected on the same local subnet, appropriate routing must be put in place.
4.2.1

Network Composer Communications Setup

Click Options, Configurations to access this
menu.
The Search Port is the port used to search for
and communicate with players. The default
setting is 5700.
If this port is to be changed it will have to be
changed on any connecting players as well (see
Player comms setup).

4.2.2

Player Communications Setup

Access the communications settings at the top of the Player Setup Panel:
On the player control panel, click Options,
Setup. Select the Communications panel.
Normally these settings will not need to be
changed unless there is a port conflict on the
network. If so the player communications and
webserver port can be changed to another
value and tested. Note that the equivalent
communications port will need to be set up on
the Network Composer Communications
Setup.

The player access username and password can also be changed on this panel. The default is
admin and admin.
Please note that if the player username or password is changed, you will need to manually
configure the player in Network Composer. See 4.3
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4.3. Manually configuring a player in DS Network Composer
Normally DS Network Composer will automatically find local network connected players.
However there are occasions such as WAN connected players, where manual configuration is
required. Usually this will be because the player is connected to another subnet which is
routed to the local network of the DS Network Composer machine. Players can be manually
configured in Composer as follows:

Click the player icon on the main screen
to bring up the network settings dialog:

Click the add player button








Type Player name to identify the player.
Enter the current IP address of the
player (you may need to check this
using the player network properties.
Add the player username and password.
The default is admin and admin. These
can be changed on the player
Type the Webserver port – the default
is 5701.
Click Test comms – if the settings are
correct and the player is connected the
indicator should turn green.
If the player does not have a fixed IP
address tick Auto check for IP changes.
Composer will then track any DHCP
address changes on the same subnet.

Click Save/Exit to add the player – the player can now be used from Network Composer.
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4.4. TV / Video Hardware Setup
Some players such as the DS P2 player support a TV option. Eurosign DS TV option comprises a
USB Hybrid device which supports Analog TV, Digital Terrestrial TV and A/V inputs. The player
is already configured with the required drivers so there is no software to load.
In addition any player can be configured to support a local USB webcam input. To configure a
webcam or a Video/TV capture card open the Player Window and select Options, Input video
hardware setup.

Analog TV / Digital TV
USB
Composite A/V
Stereo Audio
S-Video

4.4.1

Configuring Analog TV or Video*
First select the analog TV device.
Select Video In. If you select
composite / s-video, there are no
further settings. Click Preview to
view live input. Adjust audio level
if necessary and click Save.
If you select Analog Tuner, select
the Signal Type. Ensure a signal is
connected and click Scan.
Alternatively you may add
channels manually by entering the
channel number and clicking Add
to list.

Note that if the composite video input is selected, no channel tuning information is required. To
select this device in a Composer TV Module, just insert an empty TV Module – the video device
is selected by default.
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After the scan is complete
any detected channels will
be displayed with a
channel number prefix.
You can edit the channel
description to put in your
own
local
channel
information.
In the example shown the
player has been connected
to the RF output of a SKY
receiver.
Any tuned channel can be
viewed by selecting the
channel
and
clicking
Preview.
If multiple channels are tuned and annotated they can be re-ordered to get the desired
sequence by clicking the select box of a channel and moving it in the list using the green
up/down keys.
Having tuned, annotated and ordered channels, click Export channel list and save the channel
xml file to a USB memory device. You will need to import this file to DS Network Composer so
that the same channel list can be viewed.
Finally click Save and Exit

* Only use USB TV modules supplied by your authorized reseller.
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Configuring a USB Webcam on the player

To configure a local USB Webcam on
the player, connect a USB webcam
(may require a driver) and select the
local USB device. Click Preview to
check.
Click Save.
Note that for selecting this device in a
Composer TV module, just insert an
empty TV module – the video device is
selected by default.

4.4.3

Configuring Digital TV

First select the digital TV
device.
Unless you need to change
the default DVB settings,
click Start Scan. This may
take some time.
Digitals channels and
EPG
description
appear in the list as
are
detected.
description
can
changed as required.

their
will
they
The
be

Any tuned channel can be
viewed by selecting the
channel
and
clicking
Preview.

Tuned channels can be re-ordered by clicking the select box of a channel and moving it in the
list using the green up/down keys. Unwanted channels can be deleted by clicking the select
box and the red X key.
Having tuned, annotated and ordered channels, click Export channel list and save the channel
xml file to a USB memory device. You will need to import this file to DS Network Composer so
that the same channel list can be viewed.
Finally click Save and Exit.
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4.5. Audio Hardware Setup
In Player Options, select Audio hardware setup.
Select the hardware device and control. Set the
level appropriately (default = full).

These setting are not currently supported
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4.6. Advanced HTML Use – Enabling Scripting
Eurosign DS HTML and Multimedia Module HTML Modules use the Internet Explorer 8 plug-in
already installed on the player. By default, web pages with complex scripting are disabled to
protect the player from memory leaks (a common problem with complex web pages). Also in
some cases a third party plug-in is required like Microsoft Silverlight. The Eurosign DS player
can be configured to display this kind of web page as follows:










Shut down the player by right
clicking on the mouse and selecting
exit.
Access the Player options menu
from the player control panel.
Untick Disable Scripting in the
Other Options Tab (this allows this
type of complex webpage)
Make sure to tick the player reset
at an appropriate out-of-hours
time (this prevents issues with
memory leaks which is common
with complex web pages). Player
reset can be enabled in this menu
OR in the Player Monitor (See
Player Monitor Configuration.
Save the player settings and press exit.
Reset the IE explorer security level : Start Internet Explorer and select Tools, Options,
Security. Click Reset all Zones to Default level .
Navigate to the web page you want to access – e.g. Sky News Live page and make sure
you can view the live page.
When you add this kind of webpage in composer make the display time as long as
practical to prevent interruptions while the web page reloads and to minimize memory
leaks (which can occur during reload). Also ensure the player is reset daily (see DS
Health Monitor).

Tips on Web page displays
If the player displays a green loading logo before a web object is displayed, the player needs
time to fetch the web data before displaying a web page. Turn pre-load on in the multimedia
module. If the project is part of an event list, don’t have a HTML page first display another
object like a picture for a few seconds, giving the HTML time to preload.

Warning on enabling scripting : As the HTML modules use IE Explorer 8 plug-in there may be
occasions where website scripts cause unexpected results. Always preview / review web pages
to be displayed.
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4.7. Player Monitor Configuration
4.7.1 Overview
Eurosign DS Player Monitor is an independent watchdog utility that monitors player health and
ensures good function. The Player monitor comprises a number of features:

Player Monitor Function
Memory Monitor

Process Monitor
Dead Man Timer

Player Logging
Email Logging
Scheduled Reboot
Screen Sleep Control
LCD Anti Persistence
OS User Login

4.7.2

Description
Monitors available RAM resource to ensure optimal
performance. If the memory falls below a threshold the player is
rebooted and the event is logged in the Health Monitor log.
Monitors player processes to ensure stable operation and
intervenes if any process becomes unstable.
The player produces a regular “heart beat” indicating normal
operation which is monitored by the Player Monitor. If the player
heartbeat is interrupted the Player Monitor will intervene by first
restarting the player application. If the problem persists, the
Player Monitor will reboot the OS (full player reboot)
All player events are logged in a player log file which can be used
for support or audit purposes.
This management tool allows the player to be configured to
email log events to an assignable address.
Optimal OS performance is assured by assigning a daily reboot
time (default is 6AM)
Optional screen control uses the graphics sleep function to turn
on and off displays – optimizing screen life.
Optional anti persistence routine which can run on a weekly or
monthly basis corrects persistence of static images on the LCD.
By default the player has no windows logon. This feature
configures the system for automatic logon where required. A
windows or a domain logon can then be configured in the
normal manner.

Accessing the DS Player Monitor
The player monitor is accessed from the
windows tray. First minimize (player still
runs) or exit the player by right clicking
the mouse. Select Minimize or Exit.

Status Display Button
Green = Running
Red = Stopped
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Configuring the Monitor Settings

Click the status button to bring
the monitor offline (button
changes to red and control
options brighten).
DS
Player
monitor
is
preconfigured with the options
detailed below for most users.
Consult the setting information
below to make changes or turn
on features that are disabled
by default.
Default settings are shown.
Use the Default button to
recover. Click Save to record
any changes.

Monitor Settings Options
Minimum RAM Level

This is the threshold level for player reboot.

Low RAM Fault Delay

A low RAM condition must exist for this time before a
reboot is initiated.

Process Fault Delay

A Process fault condition must exist for this time
before a restart or reboot is initiated.

Logging Frequency

Frequency to write player status summary (no fault
condition) to the log. Fault conditions are logged as
they happen.

Disable Player Reboot

Click to stop the monitor from rebooting the player
under a fault condition.

Enable DMT

Dead man timer is enabled by default. For a DMT fault
condition the monitor will first try restarting DS Player
N times. If the DMT failure condition recurs N+1 times,
it will reboot the OS. Click configure to change N.

Enable Email Logging

Click to email logged events. Click configure to set up
the email destination address and SMTP properties.
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Configuring the Player Control Settings
Shut Down an Reboot
Set time for daily shut down or
reboot (default = reboot at 6AM).
Note if you choose shut down you
will need to configure a bios
wake-up time (not available on
P2).
LCD Anti Persistence
Configure LCD anti-persistence
routine (alternating black and
white screen) to prevent ghosting
of permanent images. (Default =
never).

A daily 10 minute routine should be enough to prevent ghosting due to persistence; choose
longer run time or black/white cycle times if necessary. If the anti-persistence schedule
overlaps with a programmed screen sleep time, the screen will wake for the back/white
sequence and then return to sleep afterwards.
Screen Sleep / Wake
Tick to enable sleep and wake set times. This facility utilizes the windows display-off function
to put the monitor in sleep mode and simulates a mouse movement to wake it up at the wake
time (this method works with any energy star compliant monitor). Use the Turn Screen OFF key
and the mouse to test the sleep / wake functionality.
4.7.5

Configuring the DMT Settings

The Dead Man Timer (DMT) fail-safe feature monitors a heartbeat signature from the player. If
the player fails to provide this signature the DMT will restart the DS player application. If the
player restart fails to resolve the signature issue then the DMT can force a player OS reboot.

DMT Tolerance
This is the timeout threshold for a
player
heartbeat
signature
(default=15 secs). If no heartbeat
is detected in this time a DMT
failure condition exists.
DMT Failure Actions
There are three possible failure
actions as shown. (Default = Try
to restart up to 3 times then
reboot).
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DMT Config cont:
Warm Up Period
Warm up time after starting the DS Monitor Program – during this time DMT error conditions
are ignored as the player may be starting up (default= 40 seconds).
The player executable and DMT file paths are configured here – do not change these paths.
4.7.6

Configuring Email Settings
When the email logging option is
enabled on the Monitor Settings
panel, the email settings must be
configured with a valid email
address and access details.
All logging events are then also
emailed. A maximum daily limit
can be set for emails sent.
Test Email Setting is used to verify
the email details entered. A test
email will be received at the
destination address.

4.7.7

Configuring Automatic Login

The factory shipped player is not
configured with a windows login.If
you need to create a Windows
login or to join a domain, use this
tab to configure an automatic
login.

Login / Domain login Notes:

The player needs to run automatically on startup so this panel
configures an automatic login in the windows registry.
Bear in mind that when logging onto a domain, some
properties are inherited from the Windows Domain Server.

4.7.8

Saving Configuration Changes

As changes are made to monitor settings, the Save/Restore panel changes from “Saved” to
“Save”. To save and activate your settings first click the Save button. Then click the status
display button to activate the monitor and minimize (do not close) the control panel.
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Configuring the IP Camera to play a Windows Media Stream

The IP/Camera module can also be used to play streaming video (VC-1 codec) from a Microsoft
Media Server (MMS). Windows Media Encoder 9, a free MMS encoder can be used to generate
up to 5 unicast media streams.
Using a program like Windows Media Encoder centralised video files or live content from input
sources such as a camera or video server module can be streamed to one or more players over
the local network.
The IP Camera Module is configured for the MMS Stream as shown:

The example above shows IP Camera configured to play a Microsoft Video Stream from a
server at IP address 192.168.1.50 running WME on port 80.

You can download Windows Media Player ( from several locations including:
http://www.free-codecs.com/windows_media_encoder_9_series_download.htm

Microsoft have ceased support for WME9 and the newer Expression Encoder 4 can be
used instead. A free version can be downloaded from:
http://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=18974
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DS Player Commissioning Procedure

The following player commissioning procedure can be performed on a new player or an existing
player to be redeployed. The player should be commissioned with the required target display
so as to ensure the screen resolution is set appropriately. You will need the following:








1

Eurosign DS Player
Eurosign DS Player License Code (not required straight away)
Target Signage Display and connection cable – your chosen digital signage display
USB keyboard and mouse (not required for network player operation)
Composer Display Screen (only required for stand alone operation)
Network connection (not required for stand alone) with optional internet access
Eurosign DS Network Composer Installation Disk (optional)

DS Player Configuration

First connect the player to the display screen(s) (VGA or DVI) in one of the appropriate
configurations below:
Network Connection
(optional)
VGA or
DVI
Player Display
Screen
DS Player

USB

* Use long cable or
VGA Extender

Network Player Configuration Connections
Internet Connection
(optional)

Player Display
Screen

VGA*

DVI

DS Player

Composer
Display Screen

USB

* Use long cable or
VGA Extender

Stand Alone Player Configuration Connections
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1.0 Startup the player by applying power; wait
for Windows embedded to boot and the
player application to start. Note that a new
unlicensed player arrives with a trial license
which will either indicate n days of use or
show that registration is required.
Click Exit to return to the desktop.

If the player starts up before you click exit:
Right click the mouse, and select Exit to shut down the player and reveal the
Player Control Panel. Click Exit to return to the desktop.

1.1 Reset 45 day trial
Caution! This step can only be performed on a new unlicensed player.
This step is only taken as part of the first install procedure and its purpose is to reset the
temporary license installed at Radiant to 45 days. This allows 45 days of customer player
operation before a permanent license code is required. This step can only be performed once
on an unlicensed player.
Locate the resetCount shortcut on the player desktop and double click to reset the license.
1.2 Rename the Player
Click the player icon in the windows tray to bring up the player control panel. Rename the
player to a suitable name – Eg “Reception Screen” per Chapter 1.4.2.
1.3 Configure the Player’s Network Connection (optional)
The player is preset for Windows DHCP connection. For manual configuration use the
Windows network properties in Control Panel.
1.4 Configure the player DS Health Monitor
The player health monitor is active and pre-configured on the delivered player. Optional
features such as screen on/off, anti-persistence, email status and auto log-on are available.
See Chapter 4 for details.
Player is now configured. Proceed to Composer Installation and configuration. If you are
using Eurosign DS Network Composer, proceed with step 2. If you are using the player’s local
composer, skip to step 4.
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Eurosign Local Composer Configuration

Local Composer is used where the player is in a standalone configuration.
The first time you run composer the configuration screen
opposite will display. Nothing needs to be changed – just
click Save and Exit.

That’s it ! DS Local Composer is configured and ready to
use. You can now create and preview content even if you
are not yet ready to connect up your player display
screen.
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Eurosign DS Player Software Version Change

All Eurosign DS players ship with the default version configuration – EurosignDS. Follow the
procedure below to enable one of the following software version options:
Note that each software version requires its own unique software registration code. You must
select the appropriate software version BEFORE registration.
DS
DSi
DSm
FL
FLm

Default Digital Signage Version
Interactive Touch
Multiview (Dualview)
DS W/ Queue Management
Multiview & Queue Management

Network & Enterprise Composer versions are reserved for client PC’s

To change the software version navigate to c:\program Files\EurosignDS. Select the
executable file “ChangeSoftwareVersion” and double click to run. On the software version
panel click the appropriate radio button and then click “Save/Exit”
NB : The player software version should be set appropriately BEFORE license registration.
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Eurosign DS Player Software License Registration

Notes:

Internet connection is required for automatic software registration. Otherwise
a manual email registration can be used.
Ensure the correct software version is selected before registration (see
Appendix 1.3, Change Software Version

4.1 Obtain the Software Serial Number
This is of the form 1388-3A18-0BB8-XXXX-XXXX. This is provided on completion of the
Eurosign DS Purchase (usually by your reseller). Note, this is not to be confused with the
Player Appliance Serial Number on the bottom of the player.
4.2 Run the license registration sequence.
This can be run from the player startup :

or from the windows programs menu:
Click: Start, All Programs, Eurosign DS, Register Software

4.3

Enter the Serial Number

Enter the serial number code in the
Serial Number box.
Click Continue.

If the player can reach the DS
registration
server
AND
the
registration code is valid, the
registration sequence will complete.
Skip to step 3.5.
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Perform Web Registration

If automatic registration fails, you will
be offered the alternative web
registration. Follow the on screen
instructions.

The registration address is:
www.eurosign.tv/register

After registering on the Eurosign website you will be
emailed a Software Key. Click Enter key license, type
or copy the emailed software key and click Register.

4.5

Registration Completion

On completion, the screen opposite is
displayed.
Click Exit to start using the player.
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DS Network Composer Installation Procedure

Client PC Considerations

For the best performance of DS Composer it is recommended to carry out the following tasks
before installation:


For Windows Vista and 7 turn off User Account Control, otherwise each time DS
Composer runs, UAC asks for confirmation.
To turn off UAC in Windows Vista, select Start/Control Panel/User Accounts/Turn
User Account Control on or off. To turn off UAC ins Windows 7, select Start/Control
Panel/User Accounts/User Account Settings/ Never Notify (Down Option).



For Windows Vista and 7 it is strongly recommended to turn off Windows Aero.
Windows Vista: To turn Aero off, right-click on the desktop and choose Personalize
from the menu. From the new window, select “Window Color & Appearance”, then
on the new page, click the “Open classic appearance properties” link. When the
Properties box appears, select “Windows Vista Basic” and click the Apply button. Wait
a few seconds and Aero will be switched off.
Windows 7: Right click anywhere on your desktop and select “Personalize”. In the
Personalization window, choose any of the available “Basic and High Contrast
Themes”. Windows 7 applies the new theme automatically.



Always install with administrator privileges. For managed platforms or restricted users,
install DS Composer to a custom directory such as C:\DS Composer and set the
permissions on this directory to Full Access for All Users.



Install Codec Packs
Microsoft’s Media Player (installed by default with Windows XP, Vista and 7) has
standard video codec’s preinstalled, including support for Windows Media Video files
(WMV). To support other file formats such as MPEG-2 or DivX , appropriate codecs
must be installed.
For MPEG-2, DivX or Xvid support, download and install the ffdshow codec pack:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ffdshow-tryout/
Notes:
1. ffdshow is already installed on the DS player for correct playback.
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2. In case of not knowing which codec a media file was encoded with, it is possible to
use the free GSpot Codec Information Appliance: http://gspot.headbands.com/ . To
use GSpot, drag and drop the media file under investigation from ‘My Computer’ to
GSpot. The frame titled ‘Container’ will display which codec was used for encoding the
media file.
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DS Composer Installation

2.1

Insert the Eurosign DS Composer CD into your CD-ROM.

2.2

Using Windows Explorer to view the CD contents, run the setup application,
EuroSignNetwork.
Important: For Windows Vista or Windows 7, right click the EurosignNetwork installer and
select “Run as administrator”
Note : Install .Net Environment
Eurosign DS Composer requires .Net 2.0 Service Pack 2. If prompted by the installer, install
.Net 2.0 and the SP2 update from the relevant folders in your install disk.

2.3
2.4

If your security software displays any warnings, click YES, ALLOW
.
When the Select Language screen appears,
click OK.

2.5

Click Next

2.6

Click Next or first change the install directory.
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2.7

Tick to create a desktop icon and then click
Next

2.8

Click Install to continue.

2.9

Allow the install process to take place.

2.10

Tick to automatically launch composer
and click Finish.
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Network Composer – Player Configuration

3.1

Run composer : Click START, PROGRAMS, EurosignNetwork, Composer.

3.2

Click ALLOW to any Firewall queries.

3.3

Click the PLAY logo :

3.4

On the Network Settings Menu Click Search Players:

3.5

Click Add Selected for all players found
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Select each player found and click the hammer & spanner to config. If necessary,
rename the Player Name appropriately e.g. Lobby

Note : DO not change any of the other settings unless you are familiar with the
Advanced Player Configuration chapter in the manual. If these settings are not
matched on the player DS Composer communications will be compromised.
3.7

Click Test communications – a green light should appear as above.

3.8

Click SAVE / EXIT

3.9

Click EXIT to leave the Network Settings Menu.
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DS Network Verification Procedure

This procedure assumes prior setup and config of player(s) and DS network Composer. You
should have set & noted the display resolution on the player display(s)

1

Setup a test project





Click Project
Click New
Set the dimensions to the Player Screen resolution
Change the Title to Test




Click SAVE and OK
Click OPEN
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Configure the Test project

2.1

Add a Ticker Module:

V2.2

Click Ticker and size / position as shown

Double click the ticker box on the screen to configure
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Click ADD RSS Feed

Select Yahoo Sports
Click Add Selected
Ticker Info should appear in the preview
Click Save / Exit

* If there is no ticker previewed, verify internet connection. Note that the player must have
internet access to play RSS tickers.
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Add a Multimedia Module
Click Multimedia in the module list
Resize to fill the remainder of the work area as shown:

Double click the multimedia box to configure
Click Add Images
Navigate to find some picture files (e.g. Documents\Pictures\Sample Pics
Use Shift and Down Arrow to select multiple images – click OPEN
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2.3 Preview Project in the Composer
Click Preview to view the project. After the Eurosign Loading Logo, project should display
in a window as shown:

Close the preview window.
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Player publication test

Click
Select Player by ticking the select box:

Click Update Player and Select Monitor on Player if necessary:

Click Send to player(s)
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Observe player transfer:

When player transfer is complete, verify that content is now on player screen.
Click EXIT / EXIT to go back to the Composer main page,
Click Save Project / Save Changes
Shut down composer
<End of verification>
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